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Abstract

This paper describes the declination trends of $f_0$ in conversational speech data. A 10-minute dialogue interaction from a corpus of spontaneous speech was annotated to identify intersilence units (ISU) and turns. Detailed annotation of the ISUs was conducted in terms of communicative types and pitch patterns. $f_0$ declination was measured by (1) fitting a regression line to $f_0$ trajectories and (2) by fitting additional regression lines to the data points below and above the original (central) regression line. The slope of declination as well as the height of ISU/turn-initial $f_0$ peak were examined as a function of the duration of the ISU or turn. The results suggest that declination is indeed present in conversational speech data, at the level of both the ISU and the turn (73% of the analysed ISUs exhibited negative $f_0$ declination slope). There is a tendency for the steepness of the slope to decrease and the height of ISU-turn-initial $f_0$ peak to increase as the duration of the ISU or turn increases. The results are discussed in the context of Projection and Reaction theories and of Hard vs. Soft pre-planning of speech production. The findings are of potential interest for the development of human-machine dialogue systems.

Index Terms: $f_0$ declination, reset, turn-taking, prosodic planning, human-machine interaction

1. Introduction

This paper examines how $f_0$ declination contributes to turn-taking organisation in conversational interactions. This study is part of ongoing research exploring voice source and temporal features, their correlation with melodic characteristics, and their combination for linguistic and paralinguistic signalling.

Turn-taking organisation is the process by which speakers agree on who speaks, when to talk, listen and take turns. To manage turn-taking, speakers would produce, perceive and react to a set of signals (prosodic, pragmatic, syntactic, semantic, visual) (Reaction Theory e.g., [1-5]) or would anticipate or project the end of the turn from contextual and structural information (Projection Theory, e.g., [6-8]).

Within the frame of Reaction Theory, it has been reported that, in many languages, a level pitch accent or a flat contour at the end of an utterance is indicative of turn-holding while any other terminal contour (such as rises and falls) are indicative of turn-taking [3, 9-14]. In these studies, the prosodic characteristics of the end of utterances (e.g. the last 500 ms, or a second) have been examined. In the present work, in exploring $f_0$ declination trends at the level of the inter-silence unit (ISU) and the turn, we focus particularly on the initial portions of utterances, as well as on the whole utterances. It is our hypothesis that $f_0$ declination and reset (or reset at a higher pitch level) play an important role in turn-taking organisation by chunking speech units into larger units and by signalling whether a speaker intends to yield or hold a turn.

Works in the study of prosody have often reported that, in read speech, fundamental frequency declines over the course of an utterance [15-17]. Declination is thought to be the by-product of some physiological processes (e.g. subglottal pressure [15, 18], activity of the laryngeal muscles [19], tracheal pull [16]), or ‘controlled’ by the speaker and have some specific linguistic and paralinguistic functions. It may however be suspended in certain instances of terminal rises associated with questions or hesitations [20]. Evidence of $f_0$ declination at supra-utterance levels (e.g. above the level of the Intonation Phrase) has also been reported in many languages, with paragraph initial utterances of spoken texts having higher and wider pitch than paragraph final utterances [21-25]. Pitch declination over the paragraph (or $f_0$ supra-declination) may participate in signaling the organisational and hierarchical structure of the discourse (e.g. signalling topic changes). It has been further argued that the height of the $f_0$ peak at the beginning of an utterance and the slope of $f_0$ declination depend on the utterance length, with longer utterances being marked by higher $f_0$ peaks and less steep declination slopes [26-28].

While the presence of $f_0$ declination is well established in the studies of laboratory speech, it is not clear if the same trends are present in spontaneous conversational interactions. We hypothesise that, in interactional speech, $f_0$ declination can be observed too, both at the ISU and at the turn (supra-ISU) level, and that it plays an important role in turn-taking organisation. ISUs in conversational speech may be embedded within turn units, as speech units in read speech are embedded within paragraph units. A downward shift or decrease in $f_0$ across successive ISUs by the same speaker may indicate that they belong to the same turn, while an upward shift or increase would signal turn changes.

In a preliminary analysis [29], we have measured pitch range declination at the level of the turn in terms of ISU pitch level ($f_0$ median) and range ($f_0$ standard deviation) and have shown that there is a pitch range declination trend between the initial and median ISUs of a turn but a violation of this declination at supra-utterance levels (e.g. above the level of the Intonation Phrase) has also been reported in many languages, with paragraph initial utterances of spoken texts having higher and wider pitch than paragraph final utterances [21-25]. Pitch declination over the paragraph (or $f_0$ supra-declination) may participate in signaling the organisational and hierarchical structure of the discourse (e.g. signalling topic changes). It has been further argued that the height of the $f_0$ peak at the beginning of an utterance and the slope of $f_0$ declination depend on the utterance length, with longer utterances being marked by higher $f_0$ peaks and less steep declination slopes [26-28].

While the presence of $f_0$ declination is well established in the studies of laboratory speech, it is not clear if the same trends are present in spontaneous conversational interactions. We hypothesise that, in interactional speech, $f_0$ declination can be observed too, both at the ISU and at the turn (supra-ISU) level, and that it plays an important role in turn-taking organisation. ISUs in conversational speech may be embedded within turn units, as speech units in read speech are embedded within paragraph units. A downward shift or decrease in $f_0$ across successive ISUs by the same speaker may indicate that they belong to the same turn, while an upward shift or increase would signal turn changes.

In a preliminary analysis [29], we have measured pitch range declination at the level of the turn in terms of ISU pitch level ($f_0$ median) and range ($f_0$ standard deviation) and have shown that there is a pitch range declination trend between the initial and median ISUs of a turn but a violation of this declination for the final ISU of a turn. We suggested that this was due to a confounding effect of rises in final ISUs. Our results also demonstrated that the higher the number of speech units in a turn, the higher the turn-initial $f_0$ peak height.

In this paper, we examine $f_0$ declination at the level of the ISU and at the level of the turn. Measures of $f_0$ declination and...
reset (initial $f_0$ peak) are different from the previous study. In this latter, $f_0$ peak height corresponded to the automatically extracted $f_0$ maximum value at the beginning of an utterance and $f_0$ declination was explored in terms of pitch range declination ($f_0$ median and standard deviation). In the present study, $f_0$ peak height is based on the first accented syllable of the unit (manually annotated). $f_0$ declination is measured in terms of three regression lines computed from smoothed $f_0$ contour (described in section 2.4).

We examine (i) whether, as in read speech, $f_0$ declination operates in conversational interaction, and (ii) whether turn/ISU $f_0$ reset (measured as the height of ISU/turn-initial $f_0$ peak) and $f_0$ declination slope depend on the ISU/turn length. The following hypotheses are tested:

Hypothesis 1: $f_0$ declination operates at the level of the ISU and at the level of the turn;
Hypothesis 2: the steepness of the $f_0$ declination slope is correlated with the length of the ISU/turn (the steeper the ISU/turn $f_0$ declination slope, the shorter the ISU/turn);
Hypothesis 3: the length of the ISU/turn is correlated with the magnitude of $f_0$ reset (the higher the ISU/turn $f_0$ reset, the longer the ISU/turn).

2. Material and method

2.1. Speech data

The speech data for this study consisted of a 10-minute dialogue interaction between two female speakers of Irish English, in their early 20s, taken from the Dublin Institute of Technology Emotional Speech Corpus [30]. The interaction was elicited in a shipwreck scenario game where the participants were given 10 minutes to jointly rank-order 15 items in terms of usefulness for their survival. Recordings were made with participants in separate booths using a professional Neumann microphone connected to an Apple Mac-based Digidesign Pro-Tools Mbox2 recording system. The audio signal was recorded using Pro-Tools software as two separate audio streams and digitised at 96 kHz/24 Bit. Audio was then downsampled to 16 kHz/8 Bit.

2.2. Extraction of inter-silence units (ISU) and turns

As the first step, automatic annotation of the audio data into speech and silence intervals was conducted. Binary voice activity detection (VAD) using the VAD algorithm proposed in [31] was carried out on both speaker channels. The threshold for silence interval duration was set to 100 ms to avoid false detection of pauses for speech events like plosives [32]. Silent intervals below the threshold were bridged. Figure 1 illustrates schematically the output of the VAD process.

Automatic annotation of the audio data into speech and silence intervals was subsequently manually corrected. The speech-chunks between the silent intervals of or above the 100 ms threshold are referred to as inter-silence units (ISU). For each ISU the type of speaker-transition (pause, gap, overlap) was also identified. Pause is defined as a silent interval within the same speaker turn; gap is a silent interval after which a speaker change takes place, and overlap occurs when the second speaker begins to talk while the first one is still talking. Turn is defined here as a stretch of speech produced by the same speaker; backchannels are not considered as turn-taking/speaker change. Overall, 396 ISUs and 248 turns were identified. The majority of the turns consisted of one or two ISUs (65% and 21% respectively). Turns containing 3 ISUs made up 7% of the data, and those with 4 ISUs - only 3%. Turns with 5-7 ISUs made up less than 3% of the data. Note that 75% of the ISUs consist of one Intonation Phrase (IP).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the VAD process illustrating the types of speaker transition (pause, gap, overlap).

2.3. Corpus annotation

The identified ISUs were subsequently annotated using Praat [33]. In addition to the orthographic tier, communicative types and pitch pattern annotation was also conducted following the description in [14]. The communicative types included, for example, Declaratives (DEC), Incomplete Declaratives (IDEC), Yes/No questions (YN), Wh-questions (WHQ), Incomplete questions (IQ), Imperatives (IMP), Exclamations (EXCL), Backchannels (BC), Hesitations (HES) etc. The pitch pattern annotation was done using IViE [34] and included the description of pitch accents, syllable prominence and boundary tones. The midpoints of stressed (S) and unstressed (w) vowels were also annotated.

The general description of the distribution of communicative types and pitch patterns in the conversation analysed is given in Figure 2. Backchannels, Incomplete declaratives, Hesitations, Incomplete questions, Declaratives and Exclamations are the most frequently occurring communicative types in the analysed conversation. The pitch patterns are predominantly falling (42%), followed by level (23%) and rising (11%) pitch patterns.

Figure 2: The distribution of communicative types and pitch patterns in the analysed dialogue. BC = Backchannels, IDEC = Incomplete declaratives, HES = Hesitations, IQ = Incomplete questions, DEC = Declaratives, EXCL = Exclamations. H*L=falling pitch, L*H=rising pitch, H*=level.

2.4. Data analysis

The analysis of $f_0$ was done in Praat [33]. To avoid possible pitch tracking errors at the pitch curve extrema, pitch floor and pitch ceiling, when creating a Pitch Object, were automatically adjusted to the speaker’s pitch range (cf. [35] for more details). A number of measures of declination were used, similar to [36] and [37]. First, declination was modelled by fitting a least-squares regression line to the $f_0$ trajectory and the slope
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of the regression line was used as a measure of declination (a similar method was used in [36]). Furthermore, following [37], two additional declination lines were fitted to the values above and below the original (central) declination line, and the slopes of the upper and the lower regression lines are also examined. The regression lines are illustrated in Figure 3. The span of the declination is measured as the difference between the upper and the lower regression lines at the beginning and at the end of the ISU or turn. Positive values indicate narrowing of declination span over time (as in Figure 3), negative values are indicative of expanding of the span and suspension of declination trends.

The data extracted for the analysis included (i) ISU and turn duration in s, (ii) $f_0$ values (in semitones; ST) over the course of each ISU and turn, (iii) the timing and height (in ST) of the ISU or turn-initial $f_0$ peak measured at the midpoint of the first stressed vowel (S) in the ISU or turn, (iv) the slopes of the regression lines (in ST/s) and the declination span (in ST).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Declination trends and communicative types and pitch patterns

Declination trends were analysed in a subset of data that excluded HES and BC as well as speech units shorter than 500 ms. Furthermore, we only consider regression line slopes within the range of $\pm$ 20 ST/s (the slopes outside that range are likely to be aberrant values). In total, 159 turns and 189 ISUs were analysed. Overall, the results point at the presence of $f_0$ declination in the conversational data analysed: 73% of the ISUs and 64% of the turns have negative $f_0$ slope. Note that as the slopes for the central, upper and lower regression lines were highly correlated ($r=0.9$; $p < 0.001$), the results reported here are based on the central regression lines data. With regard to declination span, results show that $f_0$ declination goes with a narrowing of the span in 55% of cases at the turn level and in 52% of cases at the ISU level.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of communicative types and pitch patterns in ISUs with negative and positive $f_0$ slopes. Communicative types showing negative $f_0$ slopes are mainly Incomplete Declaratives, Declaratives and Incomplete Questions and they are mainly realised with a falling or level pitch. Communicative types in which $f_0$ slopes showed positive trend include mainly Incomplete Questions and Incomplete Declaratives and the predominant pitch patterns are rising and level pitch.

In order to investigate the relation between ISU/turn $f_0$ declination/reset and duration, we excluded from our analyses positive slopes. The final subset of data consisted of 136 ISUs and 95 turns.

#### 3.2. $f_0$ declination and duration of ISU or turn

Figure 5 shows the mean values of the negative slopes plotted as a function of ISU/turn duration. The ISUs/turns were grouped according to a set of quantised durations by rounding each ISU/turn length. The mean value of their slopes was then plotted for each duration step. We can see that the shorter the ISU (panel a) or the turn (panel b), the steeper the slope of $f_0$ declination. Linear regression analyses (using the R Statistical Software) with $f_0$ slope as dependant variable and duration (after logarithmic transformation) as independent variable confirm significant correlation between ISU and turn $f_0$ negative slopes and duration (ISU level: $F(1,136)=32.31$, $p<0.001$; Turn level: $F(1,143)=90.24$, $p<0.001$).

Figure 5: The distribution (Y-axis %) of communicative types and pitch patterns in the subsets of data showing negative (left panels) and positive (right panels) $f_0$ declination slopes. DEC = Declaratives, IDEC = Incomplete declaratives, IQ = Incomplete questions, IMP = Imperatives, YN = Yes/No questions, EXCL = Exclamations, H*$L=falling pitch, L*$H=rising pitch, H*$=level. The numbers on top of the bars represent frequencies of each category.

Figure 5: ISU/turn $f_0$ declination slope (in semitones per second) vs. ISU/turn duration (in seconds). The ISUs/turns were grouped according to a set of quantised durations by rounding each ISU/turn length. The mean value of their slopes was then plotted for each duration step. Durations were rounded to the nearest number shown on the x-axis.
3.3. The height of ISU/turn-initial $f_0$ peak and turn duration

Figure 6 shows the mean values of the ISU/turn initial $f_0$ peak plotted as a function of ISU/turn duration. The ISUs/turns were grouped according to a set of quantised durations by rounding each ISU/turn length. The mean value of their $f_0$ peaks was then plotted for each duration step. We can see a tendency towards the increase in the height of initial $f_0$ peak as the duration of the turn increases (panel b). At the ISU level (panel a), the tendency seems weaker. Linear regression analyses with $f_0$ peak height (in semitones) as dependant variable and duration (after logarithmic transformation) as independent variable confirm significant (though weak) correlation between turn-initial $f_0$ peak and duration (Turn level: F(1,137)=9.447, $p=0.003$). No significant correlation was found at the ISU level ($p=0.057$).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{ISU/turn-initial $f_0$ peak (in Hz) as a function of turn duration (in seconds). The ISUs/turns were grouped according to a set of quantised durations by rounding each ISU/turn length. The mean value of their $f_0$ peaks was then plotted for each duration step. Durations were rounded to the nearest number shown on the x-axis.}
\end{figure}

4. Discussion and conclusions

This paper investigated $f_0$ declination and reset in conversational speech data. Note that this preliminary study is based on a small amount of data and will be extended in the future to larger dataset, which will specify the generalisability of the results across different speakers, tasks and languages. This study has served as a pilot testing and developing the methodological approaches to the exploration of $f_0$ declination in conversational speech.

Our findings suggest that declination operates both at the level of the ISU and at the level of the turn in conversational interaction: 73% of the ISUs and 64% of the turns in our data have negative $f_0$ slopes. As in read speech, negative slopes are mainly associated with Incomplete Declaratives, Declaratives and Incomplete Questions and are mainly realised with a falling or level pitch. Positive slopes mainly include Incomplete Questions and Incomplete Declaratives and the predominant pitch patterns are rising and level and pitch. In addition, our results suggest that $f_0$ declination is related to the length of the speech unit: in our data, the steepness of the $f_0$ slope increased as the duration of the ISU or turn decreased. Finally, our results reveal that the height of the turn-initial $f_0$ peak is correlated with the turn duration: the longer the turn, the higher its initial $f_0$ peak. This relation, however, does not hold at the level of the ISU.

Our study corroborates earlier findings on the relation between the initial $f_0$ peak height as well as slope and the duration of an utterance [26-28]. These findings generally raise the debate of Hard vs. Soft pre-planning of speech production. On the one hand, it is proposed that speakers would be able to plan $f_0$ contours at a phrase level by adjusting the $f_0$ height at the beginning of the utterance to the utterance length. A higher initial $f_0$ may suggest a ‘look-ahead’ or preplanning mechanism, by which utterance-initial $f_0$ values are raised proportionate to utterance length [38]. On the other hand, it is suggested that speakers may proceed at a more local level, accent by accent. A lower $f_0$ at the end of the utterance may mean that adjustment is made ‘on-the-fly’. Our preliminary results suggest that speakers may plan their turn, adjusting $f_0$ initial peak and slope according to the turn length.

Overall, our findings suggest that pitch at the beginning of a turn and $f_0$ declination of a turn may contribute to turn-taking organisation. This would mean that not only syntactic and pragmatic information but prosody as well, may be used in projecting a speaker change. We believe that both Reaction and Projection theories can account for the underlying functioning of turn-taking organization: speakers could anticipate the end of a turn based on the $f_0$ peak height at the beginning of the turn (as well as other signals) and on $f_0$ declination slope, and react to the lately uttered signals, adapting on-the-fly, by readjusting predictions if needed.

The findings reported in this paper could be directly applied to the modeling of human-machine interactions. A lot of work has been lately dedicated in improving the flow of conversation between a human and a computer or virtual agent. Standard methods have used a fixed duration threshold for the computer to begin speaking after the human interlocutor stops [39]. This strategy however does not really mirror what is usually done by humans. Rather than waiting for a silence to come, they rely on syntactic, prosodic, pragmatic as well as visual cues to take the turn. Some studies have therefore investigated the use of these cues (prosodic and syntactic mainly) just before a silence to predict a speaker’s hold or change [40]. In this study, our results suggest that turn initial $f_0$ peak height and slope may also be relevant cues to manage the conversation flow. The height of the initial $f_0$ peak of a turn could be used by a system to predict the end of the turn, and the signals at the end of the turn (such as a final rise or fall vs. a flat tone) could be used to readjust prediction.

The question that remains to be answered is whether the steepness of $f_0$ declination slope and reset are used by the participants in conversational interactions to predict turn-taking. In other words, is there a difference between declination slope and reset in the speech chunks preceding pauses and gaps? Future work will explore perceptual salience of the slope, $f_0$ reset and ISU/turn duration, e.g. by systematic manipulation of the parameters and removing/masking the propositional content. Another direction is to explore how $f_0$ declination affects other voice source parameters.
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